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Abstract—The trans-genomic query (TGQ) problem — enabling the free query of biological information, even across genomes — is a central challenge facing bioinformatics. Solutions to this problem can alter the nature of the field, moving it beyond the jungle of data integration and expanding the number and scope of questions that can be answered.

An alignment table is a binary relationship on locations (sequence segments). An important special case of alignment tables are hit tables — tables of pairs of highly similar segments produced by alignment tools like BLAST. However, alignment tables also include general binary relationships, and can represent any useful connection between sequence locations. They can be curated, and provide a high-quality queryable backbone of connections between biological information. Alignment tables thus can be a natural foundation for TGQ, as they permit a central part of the TGQ problem to be reduced to purely technical problems involving tables of locations.

Key challenges in implementing alignment tables include efficient representation and indexing of sequence locations. We define a location datatype that can be incorporated naturally into common off-the-shelf database systems. We also describe an implementation of alignment tables in BLASTGRES, an extension of the open-source POSTGRESQL database system that provides indexing and operators on locations required for querying alignment tables.

This paper also reviews several successful large-scale applications of alignment tables for Trans-Genomic Query. Tables with millions of alignments have been used in queries about alternative splicing, an area of genomic analysis concerning the way in which a single gene can yield multiple transcripts. Comparative genomics is a large potential application area for TGQ and alignment tables.

I. INTRODUCTION

Publication of the human genome has given scientists a digital blueprint for the human being. Complete genomes for other organisms — including mouse, rat, and chimp — have also been published recently. This data presents an unprecedented opportunity for medical research, but also a tremendous challenge demanding new information technology development. Specifically, it requires a database system that can connect biological information across genomes, and answer queries about the diverse functional and structural relationships between sets of genes.

We call the problem of enabling the free query of these relationships the problem of Trans-Genomic Query (TGQ). The problem, and its lack of solutions, are familiar in bioinformatics research. This paper summarizes a technique for addressing TGQ that we have used successfully.

A. Trans-Genomic Query

The number and diversity of biological sequence information is growing rapidly, reflecting the increase in number of new genomes being sequenced. Sequence annotation comes is several flavors, depending on which sequence in being annotated. Annotation at the DNA sequence level reveals information about disease polymorphisms and homology relationships between different species, whereas annotation at the amino acid sequence level reveals functional insight about enzyme active sites, secondary structural elements and domain organization within certain protein families. Viewing this information as a kind of network or graph, as in Figure 1, highlights its diversity. Lack of a unifying information model has been a key challenge to solving the problem of TGQ.

![Figure 1](chart.png)

Fig. 1. The Trans-Genomic Query Problem requires the ability to connect and analyze biological information across genomes in an automated way. This diagram illustrates the diverse kinds of information that can be queried. This diversity has helped create the TGQ problem, by making it difficult to implement queries with existing database systems and information models. Sequence alignments will play a central role in solving the problem, since they define a hub around which other information is connected.

Sequence alignment will play an important, unifying role for TGQ, as a way to cope with the diversity of the information. The core of Figure 1 defines structural relationships between genomic, mRNA, and protein sequences. Since the human genome is the product of an evolutionary process of creating new genes through copying, incrementally mutating and recombining existing genes, there is a dense matrix of
sequence similarity relationships across all genes in the human genome. These relationships connect them in rich detail to genes from other organisms (such as the mouse) for which biologists have powerful experimental tools and a wealth of data. Historically, as a result, the fastest route to a major discovery about human disease has often been finding a sequence similarity relationship between a human gene and a gene from a ‘model organism’ (such as mouse, chimp, Drosophila, C. elegans, or even yeast) where function is understood in detail. The ability to connect information across genomes is fundamental to answering biological questions. Sequence alignment is a foundation for expressing relationships among biological information, and a foundation for TGQ.

B. Reconciling Trans-Genomic Query and Sequence Alignment with modern Database Systems

Traditional relational database systems often seem ill-suited for managing the complexity, rapidity of evolution, and diversity of biological information. These systems were also designed partly to enforce a management discipline, and not to support the flexibility required by exploratory research. Biological information possesses an abundance of features, properties, and aggregations. Forcing this information into a limited set of datatypes (integer, char, ...) makes it harder to express questions that biologists would want to ask, ensures poor query performance and poor scalability, and limits the database’s ability to keep pace with the influx of new types of information. Although object-oriented approaches support new datatypes well, they can impose performance and style overhead. In fact, objects can make the information management problem worse, if simple descriptive values in tables are organized into complex class definitions.

Because of these problems, gene sequence ‘databases’ are often unable to answer even very basic queries, and as a result can become warehouses of ‘dead data’. To answer a query, all or part of the data must be extracted from the database, and a custom analysis program must be developed. Popular existing databases (e.g., Genbank) and query tools (e.g., BLAST [4] and Hidden-Markov Model applications) follow this pattern. This process is inefficient, error-prone, and poses serious integration and collaboration problems for users of genome data. While there are many excellent individual analysis applications, each of which performs one distinct analysis function, the absence of a database capable of storing and querying the results makes it difficult to ask queries that relate two existing analyses. This impedes progress by preventing the research community from pooling and mining diverse analyses of genome data.

C. Objectives of this Work

This paper describes a technique that has been used to answer real TGQs, large-scale biological queries on databases involving many millions of records, and has been particularly useful in the analysis of SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) and Alternative Splicing [11]–[21]. Abstracts for these and some databases including alignment tables can be downloaded from www.bioinformatics.ucla.edu/ASAP/ (the ASAP project site).

After laying out the idea of alignment tables, we illustrate their use in TGQ involving Alternative Splicing. This paper first attempts to describe the idea formally, and explore its potential for addressing the problem of TGQ. Alignment tables give a way to represent essential information about sequence alignments in off-the-shelf database systems. They are simple, but the simplicity can pay off in scalability and broad applicability. We are unaware of previous work making systematic use of them.

The paper also describes an implementation using BLASTGRES, an extension of the POSTGRESQL open-source object-relational database system that includes support for a location datatype and for alignment tables. This implementation avoids some of the frustration mentioned above, and suggests strategies for developing future bioinformatics database systems [23]. BLASTGRES is publicly available from www.BLASTgres.org, or from the Center for Computational Biology (CCB) at www.loni.ucla.edu/CCB/Software/. Output from the queries shown in this paper were produced by BLASTGRES, and they and the sample database are downloadable from the BLASTGRES site.
Fig. 3. Alignment of the human gene HLA-DMB with four of its mRNA isoforms, derived from sequences in the Unigene cluster Hs.1162. and each isoform consists of a subsequence of the exons in the genomic sequence. An alignment table corresponding to these isoforms is shown in Figure 4. Some explanation of the significance of the exonic structure of these isoforms is provided in [12]: Analysis of these forms reveals a remarkably simple and intriguing functional effect. ... HLA-DM is normally targeted to lysosomes, and its beta chain contains a transmembrane domain anchoring its C-terminus ... Exon IV is short, and corresponds precisely to the transmembrane domain. Exon V is very short, and encodes the lysosomal targeting signal YTPL, whose first residue begins at the start of the exon. ... It appears that the gene structure of the HLA-DMB gene has been carefully ‘designed’ to enable control of HLA-DM function, by pulling out both the transmembrane helix and the lysosomal targeting signal into separate short exons (IV, V) that can be alternatively spliced in-frame (exon VI supplies the last 4 amino acids of the protein, identical in all forms).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gene</th>
<th>genomic_start</th>
<th>genomic_end</th>
<th>isoform</th>
<th>mrna_start</th>
<th>mrna_end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>2288</td>
<td>ASAP.55845</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>4357</td>
<td>ASAP.55845</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>5585</td>
<td>5869</td>
<td>ASAP.55845</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>7389</td>
<td>7505</td>
<td>ASAP.55845</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>1709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>7664</td>
<td>7699</td>
<td>ASAP.55845</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>8054</td>
<td>8412</td>
<td>ASAP.55845</td>
<td>1746</td>
<td>2104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>2288</td>
<td>ASAP.55846</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>4357</td>
<td>ASAP.55846</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>5585</td>
<td>5869</td>
<td>ASAP.55846</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>8054</td>
<td>8412</td>
<td>ASAP.55846</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>1709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>2288</td>
<td>ASAP.55847</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>4357</td>
<td>ASAP.55847</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>5585</td>
<td>5869</td>
<td>ASAP.55847</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>7389</td>
<td>7505</td>
<td>ASAP.55847</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>1709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>7664</td>
<td>7699</td>
<td>ASAP.55847</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>2068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>8054</td>
<td>8412</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>4357</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>5585</td>
<td>5869</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>8054</td>
<td>8412</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>1628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>2288</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>4357</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>5585</td>
<td>5869</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>7389</td>
<td>7505</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>1628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>7664</td>
<td>7699</td>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>1628</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Part of an alignment table for the alignments of human gene HLA-DMB genomic sequence and mRNA isoform sequences in Figure 3. Generally, alignments are binary relationships on locations in sequences. In this table, locations are represented by a sequence identifier with an accompanying interval, giving a starting and ending position. For example, the genomic sequence referred to in this table is the complement in contig GI.17464666 of location 7815395..7821803; the isoforms referred to are sequences in the Human January 2002 version of the ASAP database at UCLA. Richer models for locations can be used, and further attributes such as the alignment score can be included, but this table shows the essence of the alignment table concept.
II. ALIGNMENT TABLES

Solving the problem of Trans-Genomic Query requires a general capability for joining information from different sources. If this information can be indexed by sequences, and retrieved when these sequences match a query sequence, then joining can be implemented via sequence alignment.

A. Sets of Alignments

TGQ differs from conventional sequence alignment in that it is necessary to manage sets of alignments — possibly very large sets. For example, the growing field of comparative genomics requires management of vast sets of alignments.

Traditional sequence alignment methods often focus on two problems: pairwise sequence alignment, in which alignment identifies pairs of sequences of high similarity, or segment pairs of high similarity between two sequences (local alignment), where similarity is generally measured by a score function; and multiple sequence alignment, in which alignment seeks a mapping of each member of a given set of sequences to segments of a consensus coordinate system. The consensus may be either given or derived, but the goal is to find a many-to-one alignment of the input sequences to locations in a single coordinate system.

This alignment is often chosen to minimize a global objective function, such as a sum of pairwise scores. Scores used include E-values, p-values, bit scores, and percent identity (percent of exact matches between a query and database segment); BLAST’s high-scoring segment pairs are called HSPs or hits [4].

Trans-Genomic analysis presents a different environment for sequence alignment. There may be no consensus sequence, for one thing, and the issues raised by the scale of the analysis can differ significantly from those traditionally addressed by traditional alignment methods. Many such issues — including consistent ordering and orientation of aligned segments, as well as proper handling of repeats, paralogs, and regions of extremely biased nucleotide content — are addressed in [5], which discusses the selection of BLASTZ for developing whole-genome alignments of the human and mouse genomes. The family of BLAST tools implements multiple notions of alignment [1].

B. The Alignment Table Concept

An alignment table is a binary relationship on sequence locations. An example is shown in Figure 5, presenting a table that summarizes a set of three pairwise alignments of locations in sequences S1 and S2. Both the diagram and the relational table give a useful summary of this set of alignments.

A sequence location in this table is a (identifier, range)-pair, giving a sequence identifier and a range specifying the location’s [start,end] range. In this paper an identifier is a string specifying both a database and a particular sequence within that database, such as in the format dbname.seqnumber. Interesting properties of locations are explored later. The table can include other information, such as alignment score values or other information pertaining to the locations.

A more complex example is shown in Figure 4. Notice that the alignment table can be useful even without the actual sequences used to derive the table being present. Examples below show how the alignment table can be useful in its own right, and as backbones for joining biological information.

C. Hit Tables vs. Alignment Tables

Some popular tools for sequence alignment are able to produce a hit table as output. A hit table is an alignment table that lists all pairs of input segments aligned with a high score. Although hit tables and alignment tables have similar tabular structure, they differ in nature.

1) Content: A hit table is a catalog of segment pairs (HSPs) that have high score under some sequence similarity measure [4]. By contrast, an alignment table can be any binary relationship on segments. In principle it need not have anything directly to do with sequence similarity. For example, we can align sequences that are believed to have a common ancestor, even if their sequence similarity score is weak.

In this paper, alignment tables generally represent information about complete segments of larger biological significance (such as full genomic sequences, exons, or mRNA transcripts). Furthermore the notion of alignment can be more general than just sequence similarity.

2) Scale: Hit tables are not typically of large scale. Alignment tables are intended to be of potentially very large scale, however, with information about every sequence of interest. They thus can leverage the capabilities of database systems for large-scale data management.

3) Integrity: The alignments in a hit table may lack some forms of integrity. For example, as a set they may not be consistent in the sense that their hits cannot all be part of a single combined alignment. Figure 6 shows two pairwise alignments that cannot both be part of a single diagonal. BLASTZ [5] provides an option for requiring hits to occur in the same order and orientation. Another integrity criterion is that certain kinds of alignments be disjoint, or that overlapping alignments be coalesced into a single contiguous alignment.

Integrity spans many issues, including sophistication of the alignment and strength of evidence. Alignment tables give a framework for managing some aspects of integrity, and incorporating ongoing maintenance by automated processes.

4) Queryability: Alignment tables are intended to be queried and used in answering larger queries; hit tables are not. Although they are a mainstay of bioinformatics research today, tools such as BLAST make little provision for interactive query of their output. Even when hit tables are stored in relational databases, there is no clear set of query operators for them that will make them useful as a backbone connecting biological information for TGQ. It is interesting to view the alignment table as a kind of join index [24] on locations. We present a set of query operators for alignment tables later.

5) Foundation in Data management: A theme in all of these differences, and perhaps the most fundamental difference, is that alignment tables are rooted in data management. Data management permits automation and transparency; for example, alignment tables might be automatically maintained.
Sequence alignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>700</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>900</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corresponding alignment table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id1</th>
<th>start1</th>
<th>end1</th>
<th>id2</th>
<th>start2</th>
<th>end2</th>
<th>score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first two pairwise alignments drawn are inconsistent in the sense that they cannot both be part of a single overall alignment of the two sequences. An alignment table is shown for these sequences, giving a consistent subset of hits that maximizes overall score. Another alignment table could be created with the second and third hit (but with a lower total score). Consistency is a natural integrity constraint for alignment tables.

so as to track changes in underlying reference sequences, or to formalize important database integrity constraints such as referential integrity. Strengths of database systems can translate into strengths of alignment tables.

D. Significance for TGQ and Bioinformatics

The differences just listed between hit tables and alignment tables are significant, and all are important in TGQ. Generally speaking, trans-genomic analysis requires a flexible notion of alignment. For example, comparing genomes can require aligning pairs of sequences that are homologous (have a common evolutionary origin, and thus have similar sequences and similar structure, but possibly somewhat different function) even if they are not HSPs. Alignment tables permit creation and use of specialized alignments. We believe that the alignment table concept is useful, and that it merits the attention of the working bioinformatics researcher.

The remainder of this paper describes technical issues in the implementation of alignment tables, and then illustrates with examples how they can be useful for TGQ.

III. Implementation of Alignment Tables

An alignment table is a similarity relationship on locations, as we have illustrated in Figure 4. Because they define a basic form of biological information, with many nontrivial properties, the implementation has centered on the development of a location datatype and a range datatype. These datatypes are useful not only in expressing queries, but also in indexing.

This section describes an implementation of alignment tables developed in BLASTGRES [39], [40], and the problems of implementation. The primary point: alignment tables require sophisticated data management and query of locations, and BLASTGRES shows a way to provide this.

Similar implementations are possible in almost any database system. At the end of this section we discuss approaches successful in the past, and some directions for research.

A. Location and Range Datatypes

Bioinformatics make heavy use of the concept of a location. The location concept can be treated as similar to the idea of Cartesian coordinates, and location is a basis for ‘coordinatizing’ bioinformatics. Locations are essential for annotation (associations of features to parts of sequences), and more generally maps (associations of features to intervals in sequences). The ability to develop detailed maps has been essential to bioinformatics.

The notion of a Location is present in most data models for biology. The influential NCBI data model [9] defines a sequence (Bio:Seq) as having an integer coordinate system, with features being attached to sequences for at least one location (Seq:Loc). Similarly, the core class Bio::Location in BioPerl [3] specifies integral ranges in sequences. Abstractions such as Bio::DB::GFF::Segment and sophisticated classes such as Bio::Coordinate are built directly upon it.

BLASTGRES provides both a range datatype and a location datatype, representing a location as an (identifier, range)-pair:

\[ \text{range} = \text{start..end} \]
\[ \text{location} = \text{identifier[range..end]} \]

Here the identifier is a sequence identifier, and the range is a pair of integers giving its coordinates (the integer starting and ending positions of the location). In BLASTGRES, ranges and locations appear (are read and printed) as composite strings:

'1308..1592'
'ASAP_55845[1308..1592]'
BLASTGRES datatypes are implemented using POSTGRES [48], an object-relational database that supports user-defined datatypes. Whenever locations are read, these strings are parsed by a BLASTGRES-defined function into the identifier, start, and end values, and stored in an efficient data structure. Similarly, whenever locations are printed, a reverse transformation is used. The introduction of location datatype enables intuitive representation of the underlying data and the addition of necessary query operators (such as coordinate transformation and slicing operations). Development of a location datatype by itself is straightforward. The implementation becomes interesting in adding query operators and functions for this datatype, and in providing indexing on locations.

B. Query Operators on Locations

Both ranges and locations can be viewed abstractly as intervals, and a query language can be fashioned using known operators on intervals. Although intervals appear to be a simple form of information, they have surprisingly complex semantics. This is illustrated by Allen’s interval logic [34], a popular set of abstractions for intervals, adapted into the 13 relationships (predicates) on intervals shown in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval relationship</th>
<th>Predicate definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) after (c, d]</td>
<td>(d &lt; a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b] before [c, d]</td>
<td>(b &lt; c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) contains [c, d]</td>
<td>((c ≥ a) ∧ (d ≤ b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) during [c, d]</td>
<td>((a ≥ c) ∧ (b ≤ d))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) equals [c, d]</td>
<td>((a = c) ∧ (b = d))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) finishes [c, d]</td>
<td>(b = d) ∧ (a ≥ c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) finished_by [c, d]</td>
<td>((d = b) ∧ (c ≥ a))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) meets [c, d]</td>
<td>(b = c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) met_by [c, d]</td>
<td>(d = a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) overlaps [c, d]</td>
<td>((a ≤ c ≤ b) ∨ (a ≤ d ≤ b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) overlapped_by [c, d]</td>
<td>((c ≤ a ≤ d) ∨ (c ≤ b ≤ d))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) starts [c, d]</td>
<td>((a = c) ∧ (b = d))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a, b) started_by [c, d]</td>
<td>((c = a) ∧ (d ≤ b))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. BLASTGRES’ relationships on ranges. These differ from Allen’s 13 original relationships on intervals, aiming primarily at transparency and intuitiveness, where Allen’s predicates were aimed at completeness. Some aspects of these relationships are subtle, and direct use of inequalities instead of predicates like these can be error-prone.

Some of the definitions are both intuitive and easy to remember. Others, however, are not — and their use can be error-prone. To see this, consider which among the following possible definitions of an overlap relationship between intervals [a, b) and [c, d] are actually equivalent:

\[
((a ≤ c) ∧ (b ≥ c) ∧ (b ≤ d)) \\
((c ≤ b) ∧ (d ≥ b) ∧ (a ≤ c)) \\
\max(a, c) ≤ \min(b, d) \\
[a, b) \cap [c, d] \neq \emptyset.
\]

The first definition is Allen’s, and it is equivalent to the second definition. The third definition is not equivalent unless we assume \(a \leq b\) and \(c \leq d\); under this assumption the first three can be re-expressed as \((a ≤ c ≤ b ≤ d)\). Consequently, the fourth definition is equivalent to the others. Naming the fourth definition ‘\([a, b) \text{ intersects } [c, d]\)’ communicates its meaning more clearly.

The initial motivation for the work behind this paper stems from bad experiences accumulated while manipulating intervals with SQL. If queries are forced to work on ‘starts’ and ‘end’ values directly (rather than on intervals) the SQL WHERE clauses become complex, and — as the overlap example shows — easy to get wrong.

The predicates defined by Allen are surprisingly useful for bioinformatics, but stem from a temporal view of intervals. For example, Allen’s predicates cannot express

\[[a, b) \text{ just_precedes } [c, d] \equiv (b = c - 1)\]

which is important in sequence alignment. Although an implementation based on intervals goes a long way toward providing the storage structures needed for this diversity of models, the need to provide natural query languages for them requires more than the traditional relational database. BLASTGRES addresses this need with the location datatype.

C. Location and Range Indexing

We have developed alignment tables with millions of pairs of sequences, where each sequence can possess as many as 100 locations. Depending on how the tables are used, it can be necessary to index on either one or both of the sequence identifiers, and for each indexed sequence identifier, also index the locations. Indexing can be vital for performance.

Relational database systems do not directly support indexing of locations, even when locations are implemented simply as intervals. Furthermore, relational query optimizers do not gracefully handle the kinds of WHERE clauses needed, which include clauses like

\[o.\text{seq}_\text{start} > d.\text{query}_\text{start}\]
\[\text{and } o.\text{seq}_\text{end} < d.\text{query}_\text{end}\]

Although these could be processed with a sequential scan, they are often compiled by query optimizers as ‘less-than joins’, resulting in very slow execution.

Interval indexing is often credited to Edelsbrunner [43]. Many implementation approaches have been developed since; surveys can be found in [44], and more recently [41], [42]. It is important to realize however that most of this past work has been restricted to in-memory data structures for interval computations. Interval indexes for database systems have been developed, such as the RI-Tree [41], [42], but database interval indexing is still young.

Successors to relational database systems — including object-relational, extensible, and component database systems — all have emphasized support for general datatypes, and for indexing of these types. Extensible indexing has been addressed explicitly in component and extensible database systems [45], and for example the Oracle Data Cartridge Interface permits user-defined types, including routines for index-definition, index-maintenance, and index-scan operations [50].

For indexing, the BLASTGRES implementation uses the native GiST (Generalized Search Tree) indexing, an elegant...
needed. For ranges with endpoints \( a \) and \( b \), indexing are needed for fast retrieval:

With a location datatype using the \( \text{query} \) scheme for extensibility of indexing in POSTGRES. Two kinds of indexing are needed for fast retrieval:

1) indexing on sequence identifier
2) indexing on range.

With a location datatype using the \((\text{identifier},\text{interval})\) representation mentioned above, GiST can provide both kinds of indexing together. The representation treats the sequence identifier as more significant, and for a given identifier provides interval indexing. With GiST, each index entry defining an index subtree has the form \((p,ptr)\), where \( p \) is a predicate that matches keys in the subtree, and \( ptr \) is a pointer to the subtree. For ranges contained within the interval \([a,b]\), the GiST entries have a predicate \( p \) of the form \([a,b]\). A query \( q \) has associated with it both an interval \([c,d]\), and a strategy value specifying which predicate relationship is needed. For ranges with endpoints \( x \) and \( y \), the strategy \( s \) can range over predicates in the enumerated set \{Left, Right, OverLeft, Overlap, OverRight, Right, Equal, Contains, Contained\} defined for R-trees [47]. In fact, more predicates could be defined over the relationships between intervals. For instance, Allen goes beyond this list (Allen’s interval logic includes 13 predicates). One of the benefits of using GiST is that new user-defined predicates can be more easily added when needed. It is easy to support these and other predicates with an implementation like that for R-trees [46].

Alignment tables require sophisticated data management and query of locations, and BLASTGRES offers a general, extensible, and interesting way to provide this.

**D. Different Representations of Locations, and Performance**

There are a number of different ways to represent a location:

1. one field: a location value;
2. two fields: a string identifier and a range value;
3. three fields: a string identifier, start value, and end value;
4. any values that can be used to infer a location of form (1), (2), or (3). Each can lead to a different implementation of alignment tables. An alignment table using the third implementation was shown earlier in Figure 4. An alternative implementation using the location datatype is shown in Figure 8. It can be important to allow different implementations of alignment tables.

The choice of representation for locations is akin to a choice of data structure; it influences both query structure and query performance. Important issues that affect performance include:

- the representation of identifiers
- the representation of ranges
- the kinds of queries anticipated; for example, queries can involve any of the Allen predicates mentioned earlier, and they can require a scan of a set of multiple range values.

Each of these influences the way in which information is stored on disk, and the number of disk reads is very important in determining performance. At some risk of oversimplifying, it is worth stressing this point.

Disk reads in database systems retrieve a page (a fixed-length block, typically with length 8K bytes). As a back-of-envelope rule, each read typically takes something like 5 msec to complete. Assuming this, a thousand disk reads will take about 5 sec, a million disk reads will take about 5000 sec, etc. As a result, for fast response to queries it is important to organize information so as to reduce the number of disk reads. A query that yields 1000 records, each from different disk pages, will require 5 sec to complete. If instead the database were organized so that each page contained 100 of these records, the query would complete 100 times faster. Storing information in an order that anticipates future queries can improve response time by orders of magnitude.

Indexing can be used to reduce the number of reads in finding specific records quickly. However if a query yields 1000 records, and indexing provides instantaneous access to them, whenever these records are located on 1000 different pages the query will still require 5 sec. Indexing alone cannot make a database fast. By contrast, if records are stored in anticipated-scan-order (such as increasing-range-start-order), with multiple scan-related records packed into a single page, scans will be faster. Clustered indexes (indexes of these packed pages, and not indexes of individual records) can then provide high performance for important classes of queries that require random access to sequences of related records. There are many other aspects of performance to consider [49], but this discussion gives a zeroth-order sketch of what indexing can provide.

An alignment table itself can be viewed as an index. Earlier we mentioned that it can be viewed as a join index [24] on locations. A single alignment relationship can actually be stored in multiple forms, each one anticipating a different kind of query. Therefore there should not be a single representation for alignment tables. Just as there can be different kinds of index, and different kinds of query, there can be different kinds of alignment table.

**E. Implementation in almost any Database System**

Essentially any database system can be used to implement alignment tables. Alignment tables and indexes for ranges and...
locations have been implemented in many ways in the past, some in ingenious ways. For example, in systems like MySQL that support spatial datatypes and provide R-tree indexing [46], range retrievals have been implemented with minimum bounding rectangles. The UCSC Genome Brower [38] uses MySQL for its database and a spatial index on the tables. Numerous TGQ analyses by authors of this paper were also developed with MySQL.

Furthermore, any sufficiently extensible database management system, such as Oracle and DB2, can be augmented to provide all the functionality provided by BLASTGRES just described. In fact, these systems could be augmented to provide even more powerful implementations of alignment tables and location indexing, and better support for sequence alignment. The GALA (Genome Alignment and Annotation) database [37] used DB2 to manage relational databases containing alignments and annotations of multiple genomes, including the UCSC 8-way alignment described later in Section IV-C.3. It supports complex queries on these databases, and was developed as an effective, user-friendly platform for TGQ.

There is much more that can be done in database support of alignment tables and TGQ. Both Oracle and DB2 have been extended specifically to integrate BLAST itself into the query language. In Oracle 10g [35], similarity search can be performed against sequences stored in a local database through a series of BLAST functions. In IBM’s Information Integrator [36], BLAST queries are sent to remote BLAST servers and BLAST results are imported through table functions. Advanced controls and features are needed to make sense of BLAST results, such as the annotational information for the sequences and clustering of the BLAST results. BLASTgres also supports direct invocation of BLAST in queries [39], [40], and has many other functions beyond the ones described earlier.

Summarizing: alignment tables are useful and interesting in their own right, and permit a wide variety of implementations. They can be implemented in ways that have been successful for answering large-scale ad hoc queries, such as Trans-Genomic Queries. There is much still to investigate in implementation of alignment tables and TGQ.

IV. TRANS-GENOMIC QUERY WITH ALIGNMENT TABLES

Alternative splicing is a good example of a new research area requiring Trans-Genomic Query, as it requires the ability to connect biological information across genomes. After some background material, we show how it is possible to query alternative splicing relationships, exploiting the alignment table examples developed earlier. Specifically we show how queries can be developed that require joining genomic and proteomic information across genomes, following a general graphical view of connectivity between this information suggested by Figure 9.

A. Background on Alternative Splicing

For completeness, we summarize terminology relevant for the examples here. For more detail, there are many online tutorials (e.g., [7]).

An alignment among sequences can be represented as a binary relation among intervals (segments) in them. Figure 2 shows more details of this relationship: a gene (DNA sequence) contains exons which in turn contain coding regions, and introns, which are non-coding regions that are removed by splicing after the gene undergoes transcription. Below we refer to the genomic sequences ‘spliced out’ in this way as *splices*. The mRNA sequence then undergoes translation into protein. Successive 3-symbol blocks of mRNA symbols (codons) are translated to a single amino acid in the protein sequence.

During mRNA processing, introns are removed and exons are spliced together to produce a mature transcript. *Alternative splicing* is the controlled selection of individual exons for addition or removal from the transcript, so that a single gene can produce multiple gene products with differing selections of functional units [25], [26].

Study of alternative splicing has long been a valuable field of molecular biology, but until very recently has received less attention to major fields such as human gene identification or transcriptional regulation. Widely regarded as a less common form of functional regulation, it was much less studied than other mechanisms of regulation such as transcriptional control. A consensus estimate, found in textbooks prior to completion of the human genome, suggested that alternative splicing occurred in only 5–15% of genes in complex genomes. Whereas the study of transcription factors and mechanisms of transcriptional regulation is a vast and detailed literature, detailed mechanistic studies of splice regulation have been performed for only a small number of genes [26], [27].

Recently, however, genomics and bioinformatics analyses have indicated that alternative splicing is widespread and of enormous importance in the human genome and in particular for the brain and nervous system. Genome-wide analyses of mRNA sequence fragments (called expressed sequence tags, or ESTs) indicated that 40–60% of human genes have alternative splice forms [28], [29], [12], [13]. In the human genome alone, over 30,000 alternative splicing relationships have been identified [14] — effectively doubling the number of gene products for the estimated 25,000 genes in the human genome — and the number is constantly growing.
Genome-wide analyses indicate that alternative splicing is associated with many ‘information processing’ activities in cell biology and in the nervous system [12]. The predominant systemic functions associated with alternatively spliced genes involve nervous system development and immune-response. Indeed, for mammals the function and regulation of alternative splicing has been most extensively studied for neuronal splice forms [27]. Genomics studies of alternative splicing tissue specificity found that the largest group of tissue-specific alternative splice forms was detected in brain, retina, and nerve-derived tissue sources [14]. Indeed, there is currently an explosion of alternative splice form discovery throughout many areas of biomedical research, thanks in part to the avalanche of new data from genomics.

Study of alternative splicing has the potential to increase dramatically our understanding of the human genome if new tools for using this data are made easy to use and widely available. By comparison with the extensive databases and integrated tools that exist for genome maps (e.g. NCBI, Ensembl) and for gene expression data (e.g. Gene Expression Omnibus), alternative splicing databases are still relatively primitive and provide few tools for integrating this data with other biological information sources. These databases mainly let the user see what alternative splice forms exist for specific genes, following a ‘browsing’ model: users are shown graphical views of gene structure and splice forms, and navigate to more detailed information by clicking on specific items. While simple to use, these databases do not enable the user to ask penetrating queries about alternative splicing.

B. Alternative Splicing in HLA-DMB: a Sample Database

As an illustrative example we will use the human gene HLA-DMB, which plays a crucial function in the immune system distinguishing self from non-self [6]. It performs this function at a specific membrane compartment, and its targeting to this compartment and anchoring to the membrane are important for regulation of its function.

This gene is known to be alternatively spliced [10]. Figure 3 shows four alternative splice forms, or isoforms, for HLA-DMB. As explained in detail in [12], these isoforms were obtained from eighty ESTs in the Unigene cluster Hs.1162 obtained in January 2002 [8].

The database also contains information about H2-DMb2, which is a mouse ortholog of HLA-DMB. Its mRNA and protein sequences are highly similar to those of HLA-DMB. The relevant genomic sequences are included, showing the intron-exon structure, and providing alignment between orthologous genes in different genomes. Translated protein sequences for each isoform and protein feature information are essential for functional queries. All of these data constitute a multiple sequence alignment, and thus can be queried in a fully general way using alignment tables and TGQ.

This information is represented in the database shown in Figure 11, with the schema shown in Figure 10. This sample database is based on the content of real alternative splicing databases such as ASAP [15] and ASD [32]. It is detailed enough to illustrate the usefulness of alignment tables in a concrete way, while still fitting in a page.

The database shown in Figure 11 covers only two genomes (Human and Mouse), but the schema is not specific to any genome, and information can be added about any species of interest. An expanded version of this database is downloadable as TGQ.sql from www.BLASTgres.org, including both Mouse orthologs (H2-DMb1 and H2-DMb2) for HLA-DMB. Analysis of multiple genomes is discussed in Section IV-C.3.

C. Applications in Genomic Analysis

How this kind of database produces useful results can be shown with several examples. The basic query shown in Figure 12 finds all (pairs of) alternative splices. This query illustrates how the range predicates described earlier can be used to produce an interesting alignment table that is not a hit table. The dual view of isoforms mentioned earlier, which treats an isoform as a sequence of splices, is effective both because splice observations can be tied directly to individual ESTs, and because determination of alternative splicing is natural in this view. A table obtained from splice information in this way plays a central role in the ASAP databases [15].

These query results show that exons 4 and 5 are cassette exons (exons that are skipped in some isoform). Alternative splicing of these exons will add or remove an individual peptide segment from the resulting protein.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gene</th>
<th>organism</th>
<th>chromosome</th>
<th>mrna_id</th>
<th>protein_id</th>
<th>cluster_id</th>
<th>genomic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>GI.18641376</td>
<td>P28068</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>GI.1746466[7813399..7823803]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>Mus musculus</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>GI.6754123</td>
<td>P35737</td>
<td>Mm.195060</td>
<td>GI.2851125[394134..400213]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### splice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gene</th>
<th>splice_no</th>
<th>genomic_interval</th>
<th>length</th>
<th>_5prime_site</th>
<th>_3prime_site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2289..4075</td>
<td>1787</td>
<td>AGCGAGCACGAGtgaagcta</td>
<td>GACTGCTCTGTCTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4398..2584</td>
<td>1227</td>
<td>AACCAGAACGACgtaggga</td>
<td>tcctctctagtGACACTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5870..7388</td>
<td>1519</td>
<td>GCGAGCTGAGtgaagtgta</td>
<td>ttttttgcacGACTGACCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5870..7663</td>
<td>1794</td>
<td>GCGAGCTGAGtgaagtgta</td>
<td>ttttttgcacGACTGACCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7506..8053</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>GCCAGCTCAGtgaagtgact</td>
<td>ttctctctagtGACACTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7596..8063</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>GCCAGCTCAGtgaagtgact</td>
<td>ttctctctagtGACACTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7664..8053</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>CTTCTCTCAGtgaagtgact</td>
<td>ttctctctagtGACACTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7700..8053</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>TATTCAGAGAGtgaagtgact</td>
<td>ttctctctagtGACACTT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### exon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gene</th>
<th>exon_no</th>
<th>genomic_interval</th>
<th>coding_interval</th>
<th>coding_length</th>
<th>coding_mrna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1264..2288</td>
<td>2234..2288</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>GI.18641376[234..288]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4076..4357</td>
<td>4076..4357</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>GI.18641376[289..570]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5585..5869</td>
<td>5585..5869</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>GI.18641376[571..855]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7389..7505</td>
<td>7389..7505</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>GI.18641376[856..972]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7664..7699</td>
<td>7664..7699</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>GI.18641376[973..1008]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9805..8412</td>
<td>9805..8412</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>GI.18641376[1009..1125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56..255</td>
<td>56..255</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>GI.3121735[158..212]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1681..1778</td>
<td>1681..1778</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>GI.3121735[213..229]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>201..255</td>
<td>201..255</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>GI.6754123[1..55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2436..2717</td>
<td>2436..2717</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>GI.6754123[56..337]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3336..3620</td>
<td>3336..3620</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>GI.6754123[338..622]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5291..5407</td>
<td>5291..5407</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>GI.6754123[623..739]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5575..5610</td>
<td>5575..5610</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>GI.6754123[740..775]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5870..5880</td>
<td>5870..5880</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>GI.6754123[776..786]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### isoform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>isoform_id</th>
<th>isoform_no</th>
<th>gene</th>
<th>cluster_id</th>
<th>coding_mrna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASAP.55845</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>ASAP.55845[971..1759]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP.55846</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>ASAP.55846[971..1606]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP.55847</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>ASAP.55847[971..1723]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>ASAP.55848[971..1642]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI.6754123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>GI.6754123[1..586]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI.3121735</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>GI.3121735[158..229]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### isoform_exon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>isoform_id</th>
<th>isoform_no</th>
<th>gene</th>
<th>cluster_id</th>
<th>coding_mrna</th>
<th>coding_length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASAP.55845</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>ASAP.55845[971..1759]</td>
<td>789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP.55846</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>ASAP.55846[971..1606]</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP.55847</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>ASAP.55847[971..1723]</td>
<td>753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP.55848</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>HLA-DMB</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>ASAP.55848[971..1642]</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI.6754123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H2-DMb2</td>
<td>Hs.1162</td>
<td>GI.6754123[1..586]</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Sample database illustrating how biological information, including alignment tables, can be represented in modern database management systems. This particular database supports TGG concerning alternative splicing of the human gene HLA-DMB and its mouse ortholog H2-DMb2.
The following section illustrates how knowledge about HLA-DMB, such as its alternative splicing patterns, can be obtained via TGG, using alignment tables to connect it with information about the orthologous mouse gene H2-DMb2.

1) Exons coding for specific protein features: As another example of a trans-genomic query, consider the problem of finding exons that code for specific protein features. That is, the range of each exon contains the (mapped) range of certain features. Thus their removal through alternative splicing can have the effect of removing a specific protein function. In [18] this kind of query sought to identify alternatively spliced exon intervals that also intersect with known protein intervals in the Pfam and Swissprot databases.

For HLA-DMB, the situation is illustrated in Figure 14. The six exons of this gene overlap with specific protein features. Some exons correspond in a close way to protein domains, but others do not. For example, as mentioned earlier, omission of exon 4 in transcription results in omission of the transmembrane domain from the protein product.

Alignment tables permit this kind of query to be answered by reducing them to queries about locations, and then relying on indexing schemes for locations to process these efficiently.

A simple example is shown in Figure 13, comparing protein feature differences across genomes. These query results show that exon 5 contains a signal targeting HLA-DM to endosomal compartments, and removing this may redirect HLA-DM to the plasma membrane. Exon 4 codes for a transmembrane helix that anchors HLA-DM to the membrane, so splicing out
Fig. 14. Transcription and translation of the human gene HLA-DMB, showing the correspondence between the six exons and protein features.

```
-- Find exons that code for specific protein features
SELECT DISTINCT
e.gene,
e.exon_no,
f.protein_id,
f.interval,
f.type,
f.description
FROM
  gene g,
exon e,mrna m,protein p,
  protein_feature f
WHERE
g.gene = 'HLA-DMB' AND e.gene = g.gene AND e.gene = m.gene
AND e.gene = p.gene AND p.protein_id = f.protein_id
AND loc_range(e.coding_mrna) - loc_lower(m.coding_mrna) >= '-2..2';range
-- extended for reading frame
AND @ (f.interval - 1) * 3 -- feature interval
ORDER BY e.gene, e.exon_no;
```

Fig. 15. This query determines which features are coded for (ultimately generated) by specific exons. It is an interesting query since it relates genomic sequence (DNA) information directly to biological features. For example, the output fact that exon 4 codes for the transmembrane feature is very significant: proteins obtained from isoforms of HLA-DMB that lack this exon (like the second and fourth isoforms in Figure 3) lose the ability to traverse cell membranes, significantly affecting their function. Similarly, exon 5 codes for the lysosomal targeting signal, and is removed in the second and third isoforms in Figure 3.

2) Effects of alternative splicing on function: This transmembrane modification is very interesting from a functional point of view, so we have repeated this query over the genome [19]. We used alignment tables to investigate the effects of alternative splicing on transcripts encoding membrane proteins in 1,001 human genes. The example database in this paper, and specifically Figure 15, is a derivative of this work. Out of a total of 464 alternatively spliced genes encoding single-pass transmembrane proteins, in 188 we observed a splice form that specifically removed the transmembrane domain, producing a soluble protein isoform.

For example, in syndecan-4, the new alternative splice form closely parallels the proteolytic ectodomain shedding previously shown in this protein, and recognized as an important regulatory mechanism of receptor function. While many of the soluble isoforms produced by alternative splicing had already been validated, most were novel, and in 57 genes showed a statistically significant association (p-value < 0.01) with a specific tissue.

3) Nonconservation of alternative splicing between man and mouse: A great deal of attention has been given recently to how alternative splicing affects (orthologs of) a given gene in different organisms. Across the human and mouse genomes, there is disagreement as to whether alternative splicing is usually conserved [31] or usually not conserved [30]. Evidently both HLA-DMB and H2-DMb2 are alternatively spliced, but the patterns of alternative splicing of HLA-DMB differ from those of H2-DMb2. This is interesting, since the genes are
WHERE
FROM
SELECT DISTINCT
WHERE EXISTS
(SELECT * FROM isoform_exon other
WHERE e.isoform_id <> other.isoform_id
AND other.gene = e.gene
AND exon_no = e.exon_no))
;

CREATE TABLE peptide_exon_without_stop
AS
SELECT DISTINCT
e.gene,
e.exon_no,
int4(range_size(e.coding_interval)) as exon_length
FROM
exon e,
genomic_sequence gs
WHERE
  e.gene = gs.gene
  AND (range_size(e.coding_interval) % 3) = 0
  AND substr(gs.seq,
    int4(range_lower(e.coding_interval)),
    int4(range_size(e.coding_interval))
  ) !˜* '(taa|tag|tga)'
-- there is no stop in the exon sequence
;

CREATE TABLE cassette_exon
AS
SELECT DISTINCT
e.gene,
e.exon_no as cassette_exon,
e.isoform_id
FROM
isoform_exon e
WHERE EXISTS
(SELECT * FROM isoform_exon other
WHERE e.isoform_id <> other.isoform_id
AND other.gene = e.gene
AND exon_no = e.exon_no)
;

Fig. 16. A sequence of small BLASTGRES queries, finding peptide cassette exons (cassette exons whose length is a multiple of 3) that do not contain a STOP subsequence (taa, tag, tga). The genomic_sequence table, used in the second query but omitted here, contains genomic sequences as text.

Furthermore, the alternatively spliced exons of HLA-DMB — exons 4 and 5 — have the same lengths as exons 6 and 7 in H2-DMb2, and these lengths have desirable properties, such as that they are a multiple of 3 [33]. Figure 16 expands on this example, showing how both of these exons are cassette exons, and in fact both exon 5 in HLA-DMB and exon 7 in H2-DMb2 are modular in their impact on the protein reading frame. That is they do not alter the downstream protein reading frame, or introduce a STOP codon.

Interestingly, the length of exon 4 (always 117) is almost exactly the average length found in a recent study [33] of exons for which alternative splicing among species is not conserved, and the length of HLA-DMB exon 5 and H2-DMb2 exon 7 (both 36) is significantly shorter than the length found in this study of the average exon that is alternatively spliced in both. It also turns out that the intronic regions flanking these exons are highly conserved, a characteristic for a conserved alternative splicing pattern between human and mouse. Thus, although EST evidence is lacking, alternative splicing of these exons may be conserved among human and mouse [33].

Multiple genomes can be queried in the same general way. Many multi-genome alignments are available from UCSC [38]; the multiz8way alignment of 8 genomes (Human, Chimpanzee, Mouse, Rat, Chicken, Fugu, Zebrafish) available at hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg17 is a good platform for TGQ. It is easily converted to an alignment table; a version converted for BLASTGRES is available at blastgres.cs.ucla.edu/demo/haussler/.

Figure 17 shows the result of a query seeking ranges in other genomes that align with exons in the Human genome. Continuing the analysis above, the query shows that four genomes – Dog, Mouse, Chimpanzee, and Rat – align with HLA-DMB, and that in this case each of these possesses all six exons. Similar queries on the UCSC alignment table can find exons in Human that not aligned to anything in Mouse or Zebrafish, although their neighboring exons are — suggesting exon creation or loss. Related work by the authors on this subject is described in Section IV-D.2 below.

D. Past Success with Alignment Tables for Alternative Splicing

Various applications of TGQ with alignment tables are described in [12]–[22]. Highlights include the following:

1) Alternative splicing and the human proteome [18]: Using alignment tables and a maximum likelihood based graph-traversal algorithm [21], [22], we constructed a database of Alternately-Spliced Protein forms (ASP), consisting of 13,384 protein isoform sequences of 4,422 human genes. We used alignment tables to search for alternative splice events that removed known protein domains. We identified fifty protein domain types that were selectively removed by alternative splicing at much higher frequencies than average (p-value < 0.01). These include many well-known protein-interaction domain types (e.g., KRAB; ankyrin repeats; Kelch) including some that have been previously shown to be regulated functionally by alternative splicing (e.g., collagen domain). The ASP database includes a number of novel examples
(Kruppel transcription factors; Pbx2; Enc1) illustrating how in the database as aligning with exons of HLA-DMB. (Dog), mm5 (Mouse), panTro1 (Chimp), and rn3 (Rat) genomes are recorded. (Since this gene is reverse fi
Human May 2004 (hg17) chromosome 6 as a reference sequence. This query
Fig. 17. A subset of the UCSC alignment of 8 genomes using the
alignment tables. Alignment tables are binary relationships on locations, and exploit the central importance of sequence alignment to provide a high-quality, queryable backbone of connections between biological information. This method has been used successfully to answer trans-genomic queries on databases involving many millions of records [11]–[21].

We have shown that with a suitable implementation, alignment tables can scale for very large-scale analysis. The paper describes an implementation using BLASTGRES, an extension of the POSTGRESQL open-source object-relational database system that includes support for a location datatype and for alignment tables. BLASTGRES is publicly available from

exons that are only included in alternative splice forms (as opposed to the constitutive or major transcript form) are mostly not conserved, and thus the product of recent exon creation and loss events. A similar comparison of orthologous exons in rat and human validates this pattern, indicating that alternative splicing in these genomes has been associated with accelerated evolutionary change.

3) Tissue-specific alternative splicing [13]: We developed an automated method for discovering tissue-specific regulation of alternative splicing through a genome-wide analysis of expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Using this approach, we identified 667 tissue-specific alternative splice forms of human genes. We validated the muscle-specific and brain-specific splice forms for known genes. A high fraction (8/10) were reported to have a matching tissue-specificity by independent studies in the published literature. The number of tissue-specific alternative splice forms is highest in brain, while eye retina, muscle, skin, testis and lymph have the greatest enrichment of tissue-specific splicing. Overall, 10% to 30% of human alternatively spliced genes in the data show evidence of tissue-specific splice forms; 78% of the tissue-specific alternative splice forms appear to be novel discoveries.

4) Alternative splicing associations with cancer [17]: We performed a pilot-study identifying tumor-specific alternative splice forms within 120 genes above LOD score 2 (i.e. p < 0.01) in 18 out of 41 different human tissues. In the dataset there are 1768 human genes that have sufficient EST counts to achieve a LOD score equal to or greater than 2 (at least 7 EST observations for a pair of alternative splices). So by chance, only 1768 × 0.01 = 18 genes are expected to have a LOD>2. Thus it is likely that the majority of these results are significant. The largest category by total number of tumor-specific splice forms was brain, which represents 48% of all tumor-specific alternative splicing events we observed. Brain was also the biggest category of tissue-specific alternative splicing, and all the tissues above also accounted for a bigger portion of tissue-specific alternative splicing in a previous genome-wide analysis [14].

V. CONCLUSION

The problem of Trans-Genomic Query (TGQ) is of central importance to bioinformatics. However, a common impression is that there is no general, scalable way to implement TGQ. In this paper we have presented a database representation of alignments called alignment tables. Alignment tables are binary relationships on locations, and exploit the central importance of sequence alignment to provide a high-quality, queryable backbone of connections between biological information. This method has been used successfully to answer trans-genomic queries on databases involving many millions of records [11]–[21].

We have shown that with a suitable implementation, alignment tables can scale for very large-scale analysis. The paper describes an implementation using BLASTGRES, an extension of the POSTGRESQL open-source object-relational database system that includes support for a location datatype and for alignment tables. BLASTGRES is publicly available from
www.BLASTgres.org, or from the Center for Computational Biology (CCB) at www.loni.ucla.edu/CCB/Software/.

The paper has also tried to present the potential of alignment tables via a small sample database and a set of illustrative queries. The database relies on features of BLASTgres, but can be easily transformed to work on any relational database system. There is a great deal more to say, but we have tried to show concretely how alignment tables can be a foundation for connecting biological information, and for solving the problem of Trans-Genomic Query.
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